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Today marks the 25th anniversary
of Andrews Library.. Twenty-fiv- e years
ago books on die shelves of the old li-
brary, now Frick Hall, were moved by
hand by long lines of College of
Wooster students, faculty, staff, and
townspeople. It was a monumental
event for the College at that time.
For many years, Howard Lowry
and his administration had recognized
the need for a more adequate library fa-
cility. Vigorous fundraising efforts had
been made but it wasn't until Mrs. Mat-me- w
Andrews, for whom Andrews Li-
brary is named, donated $1,000,000 to-
wards a new library, that its construc-
tion actually began. Andrews, who was
from Hudson. Ohio, had been a trustee
of The College of Wooster. She felt
strongly that the College needed a larger
and more accommodating library facili-
ty. Andrews Library was built at the
cost of $1,675,000. . vJ .
In'a special edition of The Wooster
Voice on Friday. May 18, 1962. An-
drews was recognized for her generosity
and her efforts. "She worked closely
with the architects at each stage of the
planning whether concerning the win
WOOSTER
by Mike Schlessinger
In front of an estimated 4,000 peo-
ple at Mount Union, the Fighting
Scots opened up their season with a
bang, beating the nationally-ranke- d Pur-
ple Raiders 17-1- 5.
"We believed in ourselves; there
was never any doubt in our minds."
said senior fullback Rich CarmeL
Wife the score 13-1- 0 in the fourth
quarter, the Purple Raiders were forced
to punt from their own 36. Wooster
linebaker Karl Perm busted through the
Celebrates 25th
dows, the heating system, or other fea-
tures. She emphasized the importance
of individual study desks. She stressed
mat the library was planned for study-
ing, not to give a country club atmos-
phere,'' the article read.
American poet Robert Frost read
selections of poetry at the chapel and
Henry t Luce! editor of Time-In-c,
gave the address at the opening ceremo-
ny marking the dedication of Andrews
library.
The need for more space and a
more adequate and updated facility were
the reasons that prompted the construc-
tion of Andrews Library in 1961.
These same concerns now face the
present administration. When Andrews
Library was originally built. President
Lowry did not expect that enrollment
would ever go beyond 1200. It was
then anticipated that the space in An--diew&lib- cary
luould be adequate for the,
rest of the century. This has not been
the case.
Currently, the library staff is
facing the problem of inadequate space
availability. The problem of space has
grown out of increased student enroll
17, MOUNT UNION
left seam between the guard and tackle
to block the punt. The ball was spotted
on Wooster's 36 yard line.
When asked if he was suprised to
beat such a powerhouse in second-ranke- d
ML Union. Karl Perm replied,
"AH summer long, while at home, I
could see us beating them. . . and
when it happened I wasn't surprised at
all. It was the biggest and most satis-
fying game of my life."
Quarterback Craig Lombardi,
In This Issue....
Tales of the Truly Ordinary Stratton on
"Treasures From Trunks", xne New Music
Center Opens, me Food Service Blues,
another Record Review, The Writer's
Block, Women's Soccer Stuff, Neat
Photos, and other stuff
ment, the need for added study carrels,
an expanded audio-visu- al center, and an
ever-increasi- ng US government docu-
ments collection. Consequently, space
for both books and students is limited.
In addition, valuable special collections
that the College has acquired, such as
the Wallace Notestein Collection, re-
quire substantial shelf space. Although
the library is not in an immediate crisis
state, it very well may be in the near
future if accomodations are not made.
Lowell W. Coolidge, emeritus
professor of English at The College of
Wooster, retired from the English facul-
ty in 1974 and has since devoted 13
years of work to Andrews Library.
Coolidge has been with the College for
59 years and has seen the library move
from Frick Hall and develop into what
it has become today. Coolidge credits
Howard Lowry for much of what the li--
-- brary has acoojwaTViMiiinil Itmny w
a key figure in the construction ofAn-
drews Library.'' Just before he died on
July 4, 1967, Lowry began to make
plans for the possible implementation
of what has become the OCLC (Online
Computer Library Center). His interest
NCAC offensive "Player of the Week-la- st
week, took over the Scots' offense
and marched to a quick first down via
the hard-nos- ed running of Tom Kincaid
and a quick outlet pass to tight end
Mike Woltman. On the next series,
with a long second and ten, Lombardi
dropped back only to find all of his re-
ceivers covered. He then stepped up
into the pocket and saw daylight in the
middle of the Raiders' defense, and ran
24 yards into the endzone for the game-winni- ng
touchdown.
"AD the credit for the offensive
success should be given to the offensive
line and the backs; their efforts gave me
time to set up and throw the ball to the
receivers. . . . who caught everything in
sight. The win was a total team effort,"
Lombardi said.
Mt. Union took an early 6--0 lead
at 5:39 of the first quarter on a two-yar- d
plunge by Ail-Americ- an Russ Kring to
end a 10-pia- y. 43-ya- rd drive. But the
point-aft- er attempt was blocked by Den-
nis SolenskL
Fullback Roy Reese (13 rushes for
60 yards) helped Wooster back into the
game when he scored on a five-yar- d run
for the Scots' first score of the season.
and foresight led the College to bring in
Frederick Kilgore who was the founder
of the OCLC.
The implementation of the
OCLC was monumental in that it al-
lows students the access, at an interna-
tional level, of books that are in print
but are not available in the Library.
The Backside oT Andrew's Library. '
Photo bv Gordon Finklestein (Voice Photographer) ,
15
The PAT by Scott Ross was good,
leaving the Scots with a 7-- 6 lead.
Later in the game, after missing
two field goal attempts, Ross redeemed
himself by sending a 26-yard- er through
the goal post extending Wooster's lead
to 10-- 6.
Ml Union, after driving 92 yards,
took over the lead again on apass from
Ribarczyk to Even for a Purple Raiders
touchdown. Edehnan hit the PAT with
6:23 left in the third quarter, leaving
the score at 13-1- 0 Raiders.
After a key defensive play, an in-
terception by Terry Carter. NCAC de-
fensive "Player of the Week" last week,
which slowed down a strong drive by
the Purple Raiders, the Scots went on
to win after Perm's blocked punt and
Lombardi's broken-pla- y scamper into
theendzone.
Senior wide receiver Tony Harris,
who had an impressive day catching
five passes for 76 yards, said after the
game, "This is the best I felt about
football in three years. . it was a true
team victory. . . I can't wait for next
week!"
Coolidge admits that the Li-
brary does not have enough space to ac-- --
comodate its present and future needs.
This past summer, Coolidge was the
guest speaker at the 50th anniversary of






The second lecture of the
Wooster Forum will be given by
Philip Kitcher, philosopher of
science at the University of Califor-
nia, San Diego, on Monday, Sep-
tember 21 at 7:30 prn.m McGaw '
ChapeL '
. "Scientists should come to his
lecture. I know people interested in
humanities will come, but I hope sci-
entists will come, too," said Michael
Morris, professor of philosophy in
CO W, who is very familiar with
Kucher's works. He said that Kitcher
would criticize scientists from the
point of view of a scientist.
Philip Kitcher is a scientist as
well as a philosopher. He is espe-
cially involved in mathematics and
biology, and he has many books and
articles published on these subjects.
As Heilborn writes in his review of
Kitcher's The Nature ofMathematical
Knowledge, "Kitcher is trying to
71 vv.
.
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Pearl Street Neighbors Protest Rental to
Students
By Graham Rayman
In a development somewhat asso-
ciated to the OAT housing article of
two weeks ago. and die general housing
problems exhibited this year, college
seniors renting a house on 430 Pearl
St(off Beall) have indirectly received
complaints from members of that
neighborhood.
The seniors. Nat Tower. Tom Bal-kntin- e,
Ted Byrne. Rob McKean. and
Chris Hedges moved into the high ceil-ing- ed
and spacious house during the
first week of school, after other at-
tempts to find housing failed. Accord-
ing to mem and a real estate agent from
a local real estate company, an orga-
nized and very negative response from
the neighbors in the form of 5-- 6 phone
calls per day came in to the real estate
agent The callers asked and demanded
that the house not be rented to the sen-
iors. They reacted in this manner be-
cause they were concerned about wheth-
er the condition of the neighborhood
By Karyn Stone
The Student Concerns Network
(SCN) is dedicated to promoting
world, national and local issue-awarene- ss
at The College of Wooster.
Each week in the Voter we win
provide a column that presents all
skies of an issue or recent facts related
to an issue in order to promote aware-
ness and discussion and hopefully
some student interest and activism.
If there are any issues which you
would like to see covered, please sere
suggestions to Box C-28- 14.
This week's column will ptw. at
the facts on Judge Robert Bork, Pres-
ident Reagan's nominee to ffll the va-
cant Supreme Court seat.
Hearings began in the Senate Ju-
diciary Committee on Tuesday to
confirm or deny Robert Bock's nomi-
nation for the Supreme Court The
confirmation is still a toss-u- p as a
multi --mill ion dollar lobbying effort
by liberal opposition begins to eat
away at a once-comfortab- le range of
support.
An analysis of Bork's record on
the D.C. circuit court shows that his
writing is the job of the legislature
and that the judiciary interprets the
laws that are passed. The White
House also stated that ideology
should have no role in the Senate's
decision; die issue here is whether
the Court's duties include just inter-
preting the laws enacted or whether
the Court should write orders and
opinions which are new laws.
Should the Court practice judicial re-
straint or judicial activism?
Bork said in 1982. "A court that
would suffer due to the noise, congrega-
tion, and added traffic generally, though
perhaps inaccurately, associated with
college students. Throughout die
course of the research for mis article, no
true leader of this group of organized
neighbors was uncovered.
The most intense duration of die
calls lasted until Labor Day Weekend,
when the real estate agent was, in his
her words, "harassed" at home and at
work. "The neighborhood is very con-
cerned with the deterioration of the sin-
gle family-typ- e neighborhood." the real
estate agent said. The neighborhood is
basically middle-to-upp- er class, and
counts among its members Dean of Fa-
culty Glenn Bucheifand Director of
Housing Elizabeth Rea.
According to Byrne. "The neigh-
bors even called owner Tim
Am(currendy in North Carolina) in the
effort." Am received the house from
his father. Ed Am, a former professor at
JUST THE
FACTS
goes beyond the original intent of the
Framers is Imperialistic and engages
injudicial legislation and that seems
to me inconsistent with die democrat-
ic form of government."
In defense of Bork the White
House has said that he is a main-
stream jurist, having been in die ma-
jority in 94 of the cases he has
he-n- d. Judge Bork believes that law
decisions do not advocate judicial re-
view or judicial activism, but rely on
party identification with the issue.
He believes the anti-tru- st laws need
to be challenged and that the constitu-
tional protection of individual rights
should be narrowed. He has voted
against political demonstrators who
defended their actions with the First
Amendment. In the majority of the
cases where the government is a par-
ty, he has voted against consumers,
labor, and environmentalists, and in
favor of big businesses. He believes
that all the cases decided on the basis
of the Fourteenth Amendment (a state
may not deprive anyone of liberty
without due process of law) have
been decided wrongly. There is no
way the Supreme Court can properly
give substantive meaning to an idea
as broad as liberty so the Court
should not enforce that concept.
These are just a few of the facts
concerning Judge Bork. For more in-
formation see the SCN reserve file at
the front desk of the Library. SCN
meets Sunday night at 6:00 pjn. in
the Faculty Lounge. Anyone wish-
ing to discuss this or any other issue
--is welcome.
the College who currently resides in
Wooster. Tim Am grew up in the
house.
"We are being discriminated
against." Balientine said, "It is okay for
die College to buy space on the other
side of campus, but once we begin
spilling over into the meghborhood are-
as, we are criticized."
According to one neighbor who
asked to remain nameless. The people
who live here have invested a lot of
time and money into this neighbor-
hood, while the College students are
only investing nine months out of die
year. We are concerned that the proper-
ty "values might go down. If that par-
ticular house isn't kept up, it might
have an adverse effect on the rest of die
neighborhood. But so far there haven't
been any problems."
According to real estate law, the
real estate agent may not refuse rental to
any applicants. "I have no authority to
News Briefs
By Doug Isenberg
Senate confirms US am-
bassador to Mozambique. De-
spite the strong opposition of con-
servatives such as Senator Jesse
Helms, the vote passed 64 to 24.
Melissa F. Wells, who has served as
ambassador to Cape Verde and Guinea-Bi-
ssau, was confirmed after
Helms threatened a filibuster to
block the nomination. The opposi-
tion to her nomination arose from
the fact that the US has declared the
Mozambican government Marxist
and Republican senators, such as
Senator Bob Dole, had worked to
garner support for Renamo, the
South African-supporte- d, anti- -.
Communist guerrilla group. The Ad-
ministration justified its support for
the nomination of Wells as an at-
tempt to improve Mozambique's rela-
tions with the West and decrease its.
dependence on the Soviet bloc
Reagan, in attempt to
keep aid for the "contras"
alive, criticizes Arias peace
plan. President Reagan declared the
plan fatally flawed and lacking in suf-
ficient "safeguards for democracy and
our national security." His criticism
of the plan, which was signed by five
Central American countries, including
Nicaragua, and is popular with Con-
gress, came with his statement that
"there should be no uncertainty of our
unswerving commitment to the Con-
tras." The Administration has also an-
nounced that it win seek an additional
$270 million for the Contras in the
deny them housing or to say yes," said
the real estate agent, "That decision is
up to the owner. We don't own the
property so we don't control if
The house was set to be sold, but
die deal fe0 through, and senior Glen
"Tim" Dorr originally applied for the
property, but then found another place.
Dorr notified McKean of die house's
availability, then McKean contacted die
real estate agent over the course of the
summer, and upon an interview with
die perspective tenters, and a phone can
to Am, die real estate agent was told
that heshe could rent the house to the
students.
"Since then, I have inspected the
house twice, and everything seems very
much in order. They were nice, polite,
wen-manner-
ed young men who acted
with maturity. I mw no reason to steer
Mr. Am away from renting the property
to them."
Bucher, who lives adjacent to Tow- -
coming weeks. Note: the government
in Nicaragua has announced that it
win issue safe-condu- ct passes, guar-
anteeing safety, to any Contras who
lay down their arras in accordance
with die peace plan.
Angola proposes redaction
of Cuban troop presence. The
proposal, made by the Angolan for-
eign minister, has opened the way for
further talks between the US and An-
gola. Angola will decrease the num-
ber of Cuban troops in die country by
20,000 if the independence of Nami- -'
bia is guaranteed by South Africa.
There are currently an estimated
37,000 Cubans in Angola. Any
agreement reached will be jointly
signed by Angola, South Africa,
Cuba and SWAPO, the guerrilla
group fighting for the independence of
Namibia.
US and Soviets sign pact
to decrease risk of nuclear war.
According to the agreement, a new
"hotline" will be set up to improve
communications between the two
powers. A communication center in
sach capital will be established to
provide a more constant flow of infor-
mation to each country concerning
such matters as ballistic missile tests.
The pact is seen as effort to improve
the prospects for further nuclear arms
agreements.
News compiled from The New
York Times and The Plain Dealer.
er ec aL, concurred. They've been so
quiet they've been coming over to my
house and asking me to keep the noise
down, . . I expect that by the end of
September, I will be named Honorary
President of both the OATs and the
Omegas." Tower. McKean. and Hedges
are members of the former, while Bal-
ientine and Byrne are members of die
latter.
"We are seniors.'' said McKean,
"We have IS to worry about and there is
no reason why we should try to jeopard-
ize our situation."
As to what win happen in the fu-
ture, the real estate agent noted. The
young men are really on trial at this
point. The neighbors are waiting for
something to happen. I don't think





show us that the truths and proofs of
mathematics are ultimately grounded
in actual experience, not in abstract
objects." He criticizes, however, the
narrow scientist who refuses all oth-
er sciences and humanities and only
thinks in his own narrow knowledge.
Kitcher will also be referring to
Gould's work, especially his well-know- n
book The Mismeasure ofMen
, and commenting on it He will try
to show us that it is very hard for
scientists to be objective while they
are trying to understand human nature
by pointing out how Gould was not
objective in some of his work in the
Mismeasure ofMen.
"Philip Kitcher and I approach
human sociobiology quite differently,
though we share a basic attitude. I
believe that the methods and argu-
ments of this field rest upon a central
flaw. ...Kitcher, on the other hand,
takes another track, and he has nearly
convinced me. In a crowded literature
Vaulting Ambition is the best criti- -
....... - v , . ,
...Seepage.?; '.
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? '...II From TrimUs"
. By Amy- - Stratum
... Quilts old and new are part of
America1! heritage. Products of
many hours or even years of patient
' laboring, they represent an important
- form of folk art that has in recent
years been the subject of closer atten-
tion and greater appreciation than be-
fore. One of the results of die grow- - ;
ing interest in women's issues over
the past 25 years is a new sense of
value in things that are. traditionally
associated with women's lives and
their activities.
Treasures From Trunks" and
the four-da- y symposium of related
lectures provides an oppotunity to
take a closer look at old quilts, learn
their cultural and historic context and
the way the tradition continues today.
The exhibition, in Frick Art Mu-seum(u- ntil
October 11) focuses spe-
cifically on quilts made in Wayne and
Holmes counties between the years
1 843 and 1943, and contains many
. . exquisite pieces of workmanship.
The quilts made in this area have dis-
tinctive qualities that reflect the in-
fluence of Tarty German and Swiss
immigrants who. settled in Ohio after
moving east from Pennsylvania, New
York and New England.
These quilts have attracted deal-
ers from all over the country, and
have appeared in numerous national
,
. publications. However, despite na-
tional recognition, there are many lo-
cal residents who are unaware pf the
wealth of creative and skillfully craft-
ed quilts which this area is known
for. This lack of awareness was a
Scheide Music Center
.
By Dave Coogan .
The music department has waited
long enough. After 20 years of plan- -
. ning and fundraisjng, Scheide Music
Center, the new home of the Col-
lege's music department, is scheduled
to open October 17. Anticipation of
that day has made the department and
its students grin with excitement and
sigh with a feeling of security.
No longer will music students and fa-
culty have to fight for time in the
Music Annex; instead Bagpipers,
- campus groups, and dancers will
probably fill the space. No longer
will students have to make do with
the paper-thi- n walls of the practice
house, now offices for part-ti- me fa-
culty. No longer will students have
to trek over to Mackey Hall for reci-
tals, and no longer will the faculty
.have to work out of Merz Hall, now
, a dorm.
Still, even with its 22 practice
,' rooms, two organ practice rooms and
organ teaching studio, 10 faculty stu--.'
dibs, small ensemble rehearsal
( room, rehearsal hall, green room,
i courtyard, lounge with microwave
listening laboratorylibrary, 3 class-
rooms, storage area, and revolving
glass doors similar to those in shop--v
ping, malls), Scheide Music Centex:
primary motivating factor for orga-
nizing the exhibit.
.
Phyllis Clark, who organized
the show with Kitty Zurko, says
while the exhibition was designed to
create an interest in and an apprecia-
tion of the artistic, historical, and
cultural values of quilts made in, or
owned by. residents.of these two
Ohio counties, there was a great need
to convey our excitement to the com-
munity. The project began in June
with "Documentation Days" when lo-
cal quilts were examined and cata-
logued. The show is funded in part
by the Ohio Arts Council and the .
Ohio Humanities Council, and the
College. Clark's enthusiasm is un-
derstandable; the show is a very suc-
cessful culmination of months of
hard work, and the symposium is
very promising.
One may wonder why quilts are
. receiving so much attention but after
even a superficial look at some of the
samples in this show, appreciation at
least must be accorded to this art At
one extreme, quilts may be of very
elementary construction (simple de-
sign and unsophisticated colors). The
other extreme boasts finely detailed
and skillfully executed technique and
carefully chosen colors that must be
considered as an art.. As Clark point-
ed out, the quilts mat tend to survive
'
are the special ones that were made
.for hope chests, wedding presents or
special occasions, and were treasured
by their owners and passed down
from one generation to the next
should not be thought of as a:savior
for a weak department
Throughout his 32 years. Chairman
Daniel Winter has held that a strong
department is made up of an excellent
faculty with a solid commitment, and
is not just made up of facilities. It is
this philosophy that has kept music --
alive and well at the College, even
though, as Dr. Winter pointed out, - ,
"some students in the past have by-
passed Wooster in favor of schools
'with more glamorous facilities." :
When asked what role the Music
Center will play in admissions, Win-
ter said, "I hope the building "will at-
tract many more music students, and
I would like to continue to stress the
quality of the program and its stu-
dents and faculty, and not the facili-
ties." --
Vice President for Finance and Busi-
ness William Snoddy says that 'the '
building should have a great effect on
admissions. "To simply see a new
building says something about the
College," he commented. --
The total expenditure of $5.2 million
says something too. Director of
Chorus John Russell noted mat "it is
unusual for a liberal arts college to
make such a big financial commit
Quilts provided a means of artis-
tic expression for women who usual-
ly had no formal artistic training-whatsoeve- r.
With mat in mind, their
design and workmanship is all the
more impressive. As Clark said, the
quilten "painted with pieces of fabric
instead of paint. We recognize the
quilts not as great pieces of art, but
as aesthetically pleasing pieces that
have had enduring appeal. "
Some quilt patterns became es-
pecially popular and were repeated
with endless variety by countless
women. The "Log Cabin" design is
one such immensely popular design.
Often, the names of different designs
were quite descriptive and creative.
Some that appear in "Treasures from
"Trunks" are "Garden Maze."
"Coxcomb and Blazing Star."
"Princess Feather," and more geomet-
ric designs such as "Turkey Tracks
Variation," "Double Saw Tooth,"
"Rob Peter to -- Pay Paul," and
"Double Irish Chain."
The symposium will address
numerous aspects of interest concern-
ing the social and cultural implica-
tions of the quilting tradition, the ar-- --
tistic merits and considerations of
quilt design,' as well as practical in-
formation concerning construction of
"new quilts and care of old ones. The
list of speakers suggests that they
will be part of a very informative, in-
teresting and worthwhile series.
Penny McMorris, author of two
books on the subject of quilting, and
curator pf two corporate art collec--
To Open
ment to music." In Maine, Bates
College recently opened a music cen-
ter similar to Scheide, but on the av-
erage, music departments tend to get
swept under the rug when it comes to
financial support
Speaking of financial support, who is
Scheide? William H. Scheide, the
principal donor, is an independently
wealthy musician who founded the --
Bach Aria 6roup. In addition, he is a
Bach scholar and is interested in the
promotion of good music. Scheide,
who lives in Princeton, New Jersey, .
made his last visit to Wooster about
two years ago. His original tie with
the College was with Dr. Richard
Gore, a former chairman of the music
department''
The College will dedicate the build-
ing to Scheide at the ribbon-cuttin- g
ceremony on October 17. Snoddy an-
ticipates that the building, originally
scheduled to open September 1, will
be ready a week before the dedication.
The building," Russell said, "is in-
tended to support what the department
does." All those who take lessons,
classes, or perform in one of the Col-
lege groups will be given access to -
--the building.
y Seepage!
tions, "has created, hosted, and pro-
duced two PBS television series" on
quilting that were shown in the US,
England, and Ireland. Her experience
in the field is vast, and her two lec-
tures on quilt art promise to bc fasci-
nating. --
Miriam Schapiro will speak on --
"Quilts: Community and Aesthet-
ics." She is an artist with feminist
interests whose perceptive study may
contain useful insights.
Fran Soike is a nationally and
internationally known quilt artist
whose talent is among the best in the
country. She has shown her work at
the local, state, and national level in
addition to lecturing both in the US
and in France.
The guest curator of the exhibi-
tion, Virginia Gunn. will discuss the
construction of old quilts and meth-
ods for preserving them and caring for
them today. She will also explain
techniques for dating old quilts by ex-- --
ambling fiber and dye use. Gurm is
an associate professor in the home
economics and family ecology de-
partments at the-Univers- ity of Akron.
She has studied textiles in many dif-
ferent capacities for the past 20 years,
and her experience in the field is ex-
tensive and laudable.
Jeartnette Lasansky is the Oral
Tradition Project Director for Union
County, Pennsylvania. "She is an
avid researcher, has organized tm ma-
jor quilt shows and has numerous fine
publications to her credit" according















Workers move Piano for Scheide Musk
i
research includes quiu-makm- g
tions in Pennsylvania counties, and
myth and reality in craft traditions. ,
Her lecture topic will be Typical vs. '.
Unusual: Distortions of Time." . .
In a cooperative effort. Ricky .
' Clark and Stan Kaufman will discuss
the documentation of Germanic quills
and coverlets of Eastern Ohio. Clark
is a member of numerous organiza-
tions that research and exhibit needle-- ,
work throughout Ohio. Kaufman has
been the curator of the German Cul-
ture Museum in Wamut Creek, Ohio r
since 1982. . He will approach the
subject as it relates to the lives of he
neonle involved and the historical
context in which they fit "'-- .
William Schreiber, emeritus pro-
fessor and former chairmanjof the his-
tory department at COW is well- -
known locally for his research on the .
Amish cultuTem Ohio. On two oc-
casions during the symposium, he
,
will share his knowledge and insights
on the Amish way of lire. This win
! help explain the distinctive simplicty
of Amish quilts. - .
.The symposium will span the
dates of September 17-1- 9. and Octo-
ber 8. Check the posters or the Cul-
tural Events calendar for times and V-
ocations of the lecturessome will be
held on campus and others will be at
' the Wayne Center for die Arts. In- -
nn vrnir minimi . awareness check
it out
Center. .Photo by John Cornveau
4Page . a lav vvwMA , wive
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The Search for Voice Roots
By Josh Baurolh
In recent years The Wooster
Voice has often been called the oldest
weekly college newspaper. Recently,
however, some criticisms of this
claim have come to light. Dr. Lowell
Coolidge questioned the existence of
any evidence for this claim and also
uncovered certain discrepancies in The
Wooster Voice history. The discre-
pancies concern the establishment of
The Wooster Voice , which was
formed by combining two private
journals, The University Voice and
The Wooster Collegian .
In 1983 The Wooster Voice an-
nounced its 100th anniversary and
printed the earliest known claim of
being the oldest college weekly. The-arti- cle
placed The Wooster Voice 's
"birthdate" at November 11. 1883,
which was the first issue of The Uni-
versity Voice . This Voice ran for
seven volumes and announced its fi-
nal issue in June of 1890.
In September of 1890, Volume
I, Number 1 of The Wooster Voice
was issued with notification of begin-in-g




For some unknown reason. Cap-
tain Kirk and his crew have aban-
doned their traditional formula and
settled for seme tomfoolery. Instead
of exploring the far reaches of space.
Kirk and company head back into
time to modern-da- y San Francisco.
Their mission: to capture a hump-
back whale which is the key to 23rd
cootury Earth's survival. The only
U.S.S. Enterprise making an
ance is the aircraft carrier of that
name.
In 20th Century America, the
members of the crew (especially
Spock) are anachronisms desperately
trying to adapt. The film is naturally
replete with space age gimmickry but
there is plenty of humor too. For
bonafide Trekkies this movie is com-
pulsory viewing. Scotty, beam me to
Mateer.
of 1891 saw The Wooster Voice
printed under volume eleven, which
could only correspond with the start-
ing date of The Wooster Collegian
(April 22,1882). In other words, vol-
umes 2-- 10 of The Wooster Voice do
not exist. Needless to say, this is i
Ud confusing, but the plot thickens.
The final issue of The Universi-
ty Voice (June 17,1890) states: "The
new paper will be known as The
Wooster Voice," and "The coming
paper rests on a good basis... and
starts out under most flattering pros-
pects " The key words are "new,"
"coming" and "starts out." The editor
of The Wooster Voice , volume 1,
stated: "This issue bgins a new era in
Wooster University journalism."
Both the last editor of The University
Voice and the first editor of The
Wooster Voice indicated that The
Wooster Voice was new.
Unfortunately, not everyone
agreed. The editors of The Wooster
Collegian stated: "the paper next
year will be second to none.and.we
shall expect to see the Collegia- n-
My Fair Lady
I
This lavishly entertaining mu-
sical production has a highly success-
ful stages how and a famous Shaw
play as its progenitors. Small wonder
then that it reaped monetary benefits
as well as four. Oscars. The audience
is simply enthralled with this tale of
a latter-da- y Cinderella. A professor of
phonetics plucks a Cockney lass
from the backwaters of London and
attempts to transform her into a viva-
cious debutante.
Rex Harrison handles his role
with confidence, and Audrey Hepburn
is enchanting as the professor s con-
fused disciple. One of Hollywood's
best musicals, this is not a film to
miss.
Note Last week 580 people
turned up for five film shows, with
the majority opting for Ferris Bueller
rather than East of Prim which
means that 1)People can identify
more wiih Bueller with Jimmy
Dean. After, all anybody would love
to skip classes, slip into a Ferrari
and take Chicago by storm.
- 2) We are putting on a great
show every weekend. Keep coming.
whatsoever may be its name" Ev-
idently, they considered the "new" pa-
per to be a continuation of The
Wooster Collegian. Also, the Arti-
cles of Publication of The Wooster
Voice seem to come from (as best as
we can determined) The Wooster
Collegian, even though they are ob-
viously two separate publications.
Confusion also arises because
both Voice 's are casually referred to
as The Voice." In fact, The Wooster
Voice was printed simply as "Voice"
for several years. This makes it quite
difficult to determine just what each
editor meant by "The Voice." Even-
tually, as far as can be determined,
the editors of the 1933 Wjooster
Voice first announced that the estab-
lishment of The Wooster Voice was
November, 1883. Apparently, the ed-
itors of the 1983 Wooster Voice
took their evidence from 1933 to jus-
tify the announcement of the 100th
anniversary.
After reviewing the often con-
tradictory statements and apparent in-
tents (and believe me this is the sim
College Bowl
By Rusty Hood
Question: What fast-pac- ed col-
lege event has come to be known as
the "Varsity Sport of the Mindr
Answer College Bowl!
That's right. College Bowl is
alive and well at The College of
Wooster and Chairperson Chris
Pigge has wasted no time in kicking
off the 1987-8- 8 season. The "Creek
College Bowl Games" are now in
progress and the competition has
proved very exciting. Pigge believes
that this tournament will provide
some outstanding play as well as at-
tract the interest of students who are
not familiar with the game.
"College Bowl is simply a question-an-
d-answer trivia game between
two four-memb- er teams," explains
Pigge. The Greek College Bowl is
the first tournament of the year and is
designed to give the sections and
clubs, as well as the Bowl itself,
some early exposure." The tourna-
ment is basically a round robin event
with no particular format Competi-
tion began on September 14, and will
continue on September 15 with the
finish coming on Thursday evening,
September 17.
plified version), it is obvious that
different people may have different
opinions on what the establishment
date of The Wooster Voice should
be. It seems most supportable
though, that September 12, 1890
should be considered the Voice 's
"birthday," primarily because this
was the evident intent of most of the
editors and the basic fact that Vol-
ume One, Number One of The
Wooster Voice is dated 1890.
Aside from the understandable
confusion over the actual establish-
ment date of the Voice, there has
been a more serious mistake made by
previous Voice editors f83 and '86).
The claim that The Wooster Voice is
"America's Oldest Weekly College
Newspaper" is apparently unfounded.
No evidence whatsoever has been
-- produced to support this claim.
Please note it is a possibility that
The Wooster Voice is the oldest col-
lege weekly, but no one has "checked
it out." Until this is done, we can
not print such a claim.
Coming Up
The sections and clubs compet-
ing in this year's tournament are as
follows: CrandaHs, Chios, Krappers,
Omegas, Peanuts and Sigs. Although
' the turnout was not overwhelming,
Pigge says that he is pleased, adding
that "in future years I'd like to see
every section and club have a team
and an actual tournament format im-
plemented."
Pigge wants to stress that Col-
lege Bowl also sponsors two other
fall tournaments which are open to
the entire campus. In mid-Octob- er
there will be a 16-tea- m, single-eliminati- on
tournament, and in early
November there will be a double-eliminati- on
tournament with the win-
ners attending the American College
Union's International Regional Tour-
nament Though College Bowl is a
relatively new SAB-sponsor- ed event
enthusiasm for the games seems to
be increasing as evidenced by higher
attendance and more students interest-
ed in forming teams.
The games are held in the early
evening in Lowry Center Lounge. So
go out and root for the teams, or --
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space is what the Library needs most
Coolidge also recognizes that with the
many technological advances, "We can
never really realistically project and pre
dict the more distant future needs of the
Library."
Ideas have been discussed for
the possible underground expansion of
die Library, but this is still in the early
planning stages. Money would have to
be raised for it and a new dormitory is
presently the most pressing need of the
College. Nonetheless, the campus com- -
munitv can exnect to ae uninrion and
icnoraaon cuaru oi Andrews Luxarv mi
the not-to-dista- nt future:: The cihanees
win not be so drastic as they were mi
1962 whn construction of Andrews Li-- I
brary was completed, but they wOl havrf
ro be drastic enoueh to allow room foa
the ever growing Andrews Library.
The Wooster Voice
New Parking Policy
By Susan M. Gale
One of the common romon
around campus these days is that
there is not enough student parking.
Many seem to believe the lots are
overflowing and students are being
forced to park illegally all over the
city of Wooster. Students do park il-
legally around Wooster; however it is
not because students could not have
their own parking spaces on campus,
according to Carl Yund, Chief of Se-
curity, and Jim Foster, Captain of
Security.
Although the majority of stu-
dent lot are filled with registered ve-
hicles, Wooster Security has "never
denied a student a parking space," ac-
cording to Foster. However, if the
students registered late, they may not
be able to get spaces in the lot de-
sired. If this happens the students are
offered spaces in another lot on cam-
pus.
According to the Wooster Se-
curity, the problem comes not from
students with no parking spaces but
rather the student who, in essence,
Thoughts on the
By Elizabeth Walsh
I am trying to remember the
first paper mat I wrote in college, but
I can't I think I have blocked mat en-
tire experience out of my mind. ButI
do recall the comments I received.
They went something like mis: Nice
idea, so what? The students that I am
T.A.ing are thoroughly sick of that
question. We are writing our first pa-
per in seminar, and after reviewing
drafts in class and with me individual-
ly, everyone has been asked the infa-
mous "So whatr ButI find that mis
approach is helpful not only in orga-
nizing the ideas in the paper, but also
in the development of an understand-
ing of the book.
The work in question for this
paper is Russell Baker's autobiogra-
phy GjQwjngJJp. And because it is
an autobiography there are some spe-
cial considerations. I am finding in
my own thinking a reluctance to ask
of the storyteller my own question. I
have to force myself to ask "So
whatr of his story and to try to find
some relationships between the work
and a better understanding of the au-
thor as a person. It seems that I am
not the only one with this problem.
As I review the work of the
1 i - . . '
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"uses two spaces." This happens
when a student takes the car and parks
it somewhere other than the student's
designated lot The problem is that
there is then an empty space in a stude-
nt-only lot and one less space in a
multi-purpos- e lot, and hence the stu-
dent is using two spaces.
The decision to allow students
' to park only in designated lots has
caused some discontent among the
student body. Many feel that the fif-
teen dollars they paid to register then-ca- r
should allow them to park in any
lot on campus. However, the fact that
there is a parking problem for some
faculty, staff, and visitors is the rea-
son for such rules. The student lots
are reserved for students, and the oth-
er lots must be for off-camp- us per-
sons.
As many unhappy students
have noticed. Security has begun to
ticket illegally parked cars more fre-
quently to enforce the rules. But con-
trary to popular belief, they are not
happy to do it Yund says ticketing
Seminar
students in my class I feel a struggle
to find some relevance to the book.
The summary of the story is easy;
finding examples in support of many
issues is easy. But pushing the text
one step further is tough, I think in
part because all Mr. Baker is doing is
telling the story of his life. He does
not really seem to have a hidden
meaning that he wants the reader to
find. For mis reason, "So what?" al-
most becomes a question that we as
readers must attempt to answer with
what we know about him as a per-
son. The writer has to play the role
of a friend to Baker. Friends try to
understand each other; the process for
finding many things in this book is
the same.
I think that this friendship
with the author is an important part
of the work. We are offered a close
personal insight into and understand-
ing of a person. But why? What are
we as readers looking for? I am look-
ing for a way to define my own ex-
periences in growing up, but Baker
is old enough to be my grandfather.
Where in his book can I find anyth-
ing of relevance? I think that there
are a lot of aspects of coming of age
that are pretty constant: relation- -
is "not a desirable function" and is
one of the worst parts of the security
job. Towing is a possibility but not
until a "reasonable effort" has been
made to find the owner, and as Fos-
ter says, towing is a "last resort."
Other parking problems on
campus come from disregard for Ore
lanes and handicapped parking spac-
es. Parking in a fire lane such as the
Babcock Hall circle or the driveways
on either side of Lowry Center has
caused problems in the past. Diffi-
culty responding to a fire alarm be-
cause of parked cars prompted the
Wooster Fire Department to send a
letter to College Security detailing
the problem and asking Security to
work with the city to insure the safe-
ty of all students. As Foster says,
"blocking driveways to dorms makes
as much sense as taking batteries out
of smoke alarms."
The Wooster police also have
the right to ticket any car that is
parked in a handicapped parking
space, which on this campus has be
ships, role models, dreams. Many of
these are prospective paper topics,
but "so whatr
"So what?" becomes a ques-
tion that we must ask ourselves as
readers and as friends of Baker. In
any attempt to find meaning in his
book, we have to relate it to our-
selves. My understanding of the
work is much better when I place
myself in Russell's shoes (not an
easy task, believe me) and try to see
the impact of what he describes on
me. Then I have to try to see how it
affects Russell. By finding myself in
the story it puts these things in per-
spective.
There are a lot of things that
can be found in the story, and a lot
of things that I found in myself. But
I had to push my ideas. The story
was a small bole in the ground in
which I had to keep digging. I ha-
ven't found any treasure yet but I
have found a lot through my efforts.
And I'm getting close to answering
that persistent "So what" that I keep
forcing myself to ask.
Health Note
ine Health Education Depart-
ment of Wooster Community Hospi-
tal is presenting a program called
"Love Your Heart" on Wednesday,
October 7, from 7:00-9:0-0 pjil Fee
for the program is $750.
For more information call 263-82- 96
or Wooster Community Hos-
pital, 1761 Beall Avenue at
come the favorite "five-minu- te park-
ing place." Of course, this could
really hurt the people the space is re-
served for since they often cannot
walk from a farther away space. And,
as Foster says, being on crutches is
not a valid reason to use the handi-
capped space. One mast have a valid
state-issu- ed license to use the spot.
Students are not allowed to
use the driveways of the small hous-
es surrounding the campus beacuse
of a city ordinance which states that
for each person living in a particular
house there must be a certain
amount of parking. However, the
city worked out a plan so that the
College could use the houses. But, it
means there can be no parking
around the houses. If this is violated
the College could lose the right to
use the houses.
According to Yund the major
parking problems on campus come
HAZING MEMO
By Margaret A. McCormick
When was the last time yon
thought about hazing? I last thought
about hazing when I read the memo
concerning hazing distributed by the
Office of the President on September
3. And if I had not been assigned
this article. I probably would not
have thought about hazing again un-
til initiation, late January, or the next
- memo, whichever came first.
So, I am given to wonder
how effective President Copelands
memo has been. It all depends on
what he was hoping to accomplish.
Has the memo simply frightened or
reinforced the fears of first year stu-
dents, alienating mem from sections
and clubs before they have had a
chance to see what it's all about?
Does the timing of the memo show
an unfavorable administrative bias to-
ward the sections and clubs on cam-
pus? Will the number of pledges be
affected by mis memo?
Unfortunately, it is easy to
project these results from the memo.
I spoke with a member of the EKOs
who readily admitted that students
should be made aware of the dangers
of hazing, yet felt the memo to be
poorly timed, and at least subtly anti-sectioncl- ub.
Copeland's memo was
a primary issue at the "Greek Leaders'
Retreat" this past weekend, Septem-
ber 12-1- 3, and it raised questions
about administrative support for sec-
tions and clubs.
Deborah Hilty, Executive
Assistant to President Copeland, ac-
knowledged that the leaders of the
sections and clubs had not been con-stilt-ed
concerning either the content
when there are special events taking
place. There often are not enough-space- s
to accommodate all of the ex--
tra cars. To some the answer seems
"
simple: build another parking lot
However, problems arise because it
takes money to do this, and for every
block of a certain amount of lined :
spaces there must be a green area. In
any case, most students would prefer
a new residence hall be built before a
parking lot
i Overall, Yund does not "see
the situation improving" since there
are more students in each new Woostr
er class. Special events and illegal
parking will probably continue to
cause problems. However, for the mo-
ment, every student who wants a
parking space is able to have one but
is required to park in only their desig--
nated lot to try to alleviate the park-
ing problem. And if you plan to just
rack up the security parking tickets,
beware of the College's system, for
the fine will eventually end up on
your bill.
POORLY TIMED?
or the distribution of the memo'. Hil-
ty explained, however, mat the memo
was issued as a response to confusion
experienced by last year's Greek life
Committee in regard to hazing and
initiation activities. HUty continued .
to explain that the current memo is
also an attempt to clarify the history
of hazing regulations for both The
College of Wooster and the State of
Ohio.
Perhaps now yowantunable
to decide what la tbankaf thr hazing
memo. That's tamt least you are ;
thinking. If the admonition would
consider its actions more closely,
take time to think about the implica-
tions of its actions, and cxxiinumicate
more closely with die student body,
ruffled feathers, such as mow caused








The Food Service Blues Noisy Mannequins
By the Tall Guy and the Other OneBy Dave Neun
Well, everyone has been here
long enough now to nuke three main
observations about Lowry food ser-
vice: 1) die food is not as bad as peo-
ple say it is, 2) it's not Mom's home
cooking either (but I don't think
Mom would be thrilled about doing
her cooking for hundreds of people at
, a time), and 3) the lines at lunchtime
sometimes rival the March of Dimes
walkathon. (By the way, those of you
who are wondering why I am referring
to Lowry instead of Kittredge, well
that's because I don't know that much
about KitL What I do know is that
my roommate thinks he's smarter
than me because he works at Kit-
tredge instead of Lowry. This, I be-
lieve, speaks for itself.) Despite this
general knowledge of die Good, the
Bad and the Ugly upstairs in Lowry
cafeteria, there is yet another side to
that coin.
I've been working food service
since I was a frosh (and I'm proud to
say I've always worked at Lowry). Be-
lieve it or not, I've actually enjoyed
working the jobs there, although this
can become relative after a long night
when 150 more students show up
than expected. Currently, I am a su-
pervisor of both the frontwhich is
where youll get everything to eat,
drink and munch on, and the pit-wh- ere
everything which is left on
your tray ends up.
Before becoming a supervisor I
worked as a beverage runner, tried my
hand at serving deli, salad running,
washing bowls in the bake shop and
working pots and pans. I think that I
am pretty familiar with Lowry food
service. Food service has acquired a
reputation of being a job which peo
The Ups and Downs
of Billing
By Scott Spanglcr
Okay, boys and girls, were all
adults here. So lets put it out on the
table. We can even spell it if we want:
B-I-L-L-I--
N-G. Are the billing proce-
dures used by the administration to as-
sess damage to college property by stu-
dents arbitrary or not? Is there a God?
Is that microscopic mark on the wall of
your dorm room soon going to put
your parents into the poorhouse?
The answer to these questions, sur-
prise, surprise, is no. Billing for dam-
ages done by students is actually a fair
process carried out by several different
people.
Here's how the yellow brick road
to the pink damage slip goes: First, we
must have a crime perpetrated. That
crime, whether it is a broken chair, a
shattered exit sign, or a mark on a door
or wall is noticed by those ever-prese- nt
watchdogs for the Treasurer's depart-
ment: the custodians. They then find
out. usually through the local RA, who
the criminal was and send a notice to
ple would rather avoid. I think, as
you may have guessed by now, that
this reputation is not only unfair but
ignorant. No, food service is not an
'easy' job, and you work for your pay.
But then again, I always thought
that's what makes up a job. Ill even
get real corny now (I felt I had to
warn you): you get more than just
your pay working at food service. For
one thing, you get to eat your meal
early and without waiting in line (this
last comment was to keep the practi-
cal reader's attention). Another thing
is mat you get to meet great people
like myself there.
All of the management, staff
and supervisors are friendly, helpful
and they have a sense of humor which
is necessary to keep oneself in bal-
ance when everything runs out and
the line of people seems to double it-
self. There is a feeling of camaraderie
among those who work in the cafete-
ria. Everyone is working different
jobs to accomplish the same goal.
This goal is to allow you to eat in a
clean, comfortable setting with a va-
riety of foods to choose from. This
goal is accomplished every meal. If
you don't believe me try eating at an-
other college cafeteria; youll get ul-
cers just worrying about who or what
was in that dish you just ate. (Note
this last sentence is an example of ex-
aggeration. If you want to know more
about exaggeration either consult a
dictionary or eat at another school's
cafeteria.)
Food service is also an opportu-
nity to meet people from different
backgrounds. It is one of the few situ-
ations where people who live in the
town work alongside college kids. In
the service department. The mainte-
nance folks then assess and repair the
damage. The bill for labor and parts, as
well as the criminal's name is sent to
the Student Account Controller, who
enters the bill on to the student's ac-
count.
At this point, the criminal has two
options: to appeal or not to appeal. If
he takes the latter option, he pays the
fine and goes on his merry way.
However, if he appeals the bill,
the little pink slip makes its merry way
from Galpin all the way over to
Dwayne Davis, Director of Residence
Life. He then decides whether or not to
grant a reprieve to the criminal and can-
cel the bill. Cancellation of the bill de-
pends on the circumstances under which
the damage was done. If the criminal is
not reprieved then either he or his par-
ents pay the bill.
And that, boys and girls, is how
billing for student damages is done here
at The College of Wooster. Any
questions?
this way, food service is a positive in-
fluence in the relationship between
the town and college communities.
Many foreign students from such
countries as Kenya, India and Paki-
stan, to name a few, also work food
service and in this way it is possible
for a cultural exchange to take place
over a rack of glasses. I know what
y'all are thinkin": " He's really push-
ing it now; the next thing he's going
to write is that working food service
can bring eternal wisdom." WelL I
could write more about that subject
but instead 111 tell you why I titled
this article The Food Service Blues."
You see, people have been ignor-
ing this fine opportunity and there is
a serious drop in the number of stu-
dent workers, and this is occuring de-
spite an increase in starting wages.
This has caused many problems of
understaffed positions, which only
makes the lines and waiting longer
(and tempers shorter). Food service
carries an undeserved reputation at
times and what it really deserves is a
lot more respect
The next time you're irritated
about waiting for ice cream or milk,
remember that somebody's doing his
.
or her best to serve you and hundreds
of others. If you think you can do it
better, then sign up and do it better.
Otherwise, keep your mouth shut if
you can't find it in your heart to be
polite and respectful. Food service
works best with cooperation and that
includes those who use the cafeteria.
Now that I'm through preaching,
think about this other side of food ser-
vice.
Party On The Green
By Faisal Ansari
If you have plans for this Satur-
day evening from 6:00 to 11:30,
think again. You wouldn't want to
miss one of the biggest parties at
Wooster. Party on the Green (on the
Quad) is five and a half hours of mu-
sical entertainment and unadulterated
fun. It is also the only annual event
in which students, faculty, and staff
act in conjunction the Musical En-
tertainment Commitee of SAB and the
office of the Dean of Students coordi-
nate the party.
The Zipper City Blues Band and
NUHU will provide the tunes, and a
variety of food and beverages will be
available. In addition, the organizers
have a number of surprises in store.
Tickets are 25 cents for students, fa-
culty and staff. Students must have
ID. Each event will use a ticket, so
plan on buying a few. Don't for your
friends to tell you what a good time
they had Be there on Saturday.
Being highly respected and influen-
tial music critics, we are often asked to
evaluate new bands to see if they have
the hit-maki- ng potential or the certain
star quality that eludes so many and
blesses so few. A self-title- d EP by
Mannequin Parade is the subject of mis
week's review. This is a unsigned band
that plays in the Northeastern Ohio re-
gion.
The band is a power trio in the tra-
dition of Cream, Triumph, and Peter,
Paul, and Mary. However, their over-
whelmingly singular influence is the
Canadian super group. Rush. During
songs. Mannequin Parade switch from
34 to 44 tempos, have obnoxious
banks of synthesizers, and alternate be-
tween electric and acoustic guitar; and
lead vocalist Gary Creeganevan assumes
a Geddy Lee whine. These techniques
have been Rush staples for years.
To be a Rush-lik- e band, you have
to play well. The band does play very
well, and their overblown sagas called
songs are filled with fast and furious
guitar and bass runs. The band's main
pitfall is its own pretentiousness. The
liner notes are completely humorless.
The 'Wooster Voice
They read, "This is not nonsense. This
is music as new to die world as the lat-
est breath of wind." The band lives
close to Akron, and the latest breath of
wind from the Rubber City isn't always
pleasant. Their lyrics are mum bo-jum- bo
designed to impress, not to elicit
emotions. They even attempt to sing
in a psuedo-Englis- h accent.
Li the band's defense, they are sup-
posed to be excellent in concert. Also,
for a new band, they have an excellent
grasp of the studio. If Dead-Hea- ds like
seeing Oroboros, then Rush-Hea- ds
should enjoy Mannequin Parade.
A final note from the liner reads:
"When the music is over, one is left
with images that cannot simply be
washed away."
Sometimes reviews write them-
selves.
A copy of this review will be sent
to the band and its manager, so we can
be sure that at least four people will
read it.
Many thanks to Westwood Con-
nections for supplying the music for
this review.
Attention Students Interested in Studying Abroad:
The International Programs Of-
fice is now open to assist students in
choosing and applying to study
abroad programs. The office is locat-
ed in Kauke Room 233, extension
2406. Office hours are as follows:
Mondays and Wednesdays from 1 to
5 p.m., Tuesdays from 9 to 12 ajn.
and 1 to 3 pso., and on Thursdays
from 9 to 12 a.m.
Carolee Taipale, the new Interna
Turn
tional Programs Coordinator, and Jen-
nifer Harris, the student assistant,
will be available during office hours
and by appointment to speak to stu-
dents regarding any aspect of the off-camp-us
study programs. Applications
may also be picked up in the office.
The deadline for applying for off-camp-us
study for spring. 1988 is Oc-
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Tales Of the Truly Ordinary Editorial
By Graham Rayman
I dreamt last night I was Jasha
Heifitz begging on the streets for
Stravinsky's 4th Concerto For Picco-
lo and Viola. The gutter was cold,
and yet refreshing. For it was morn-
ing, and the peaceful dust only had
just begun to rip away from the as-
phalt My tattered coat barely held
off die night, as it always did. I had
not yet become what I knew I would
be.
I took to living in the streets,
after mom and dad kicked me out.
Ever since I first heard Beethoven's
baroque twang at the age of three I
knew my calling. My parents gave
me a set of toy timpani drums,
with plastic where the copper was in
the big leagues. They liked to watch
me bang away. But as I grew older,
they decided that music was the
wrong life for me. They took away
my drums and gave me a soccer ball.
Soccer was for squares. So I
Kitcher Continued
cism of human sociobiology that I
have read," says Stephen Jay Gould
in his review of Kitcher's most fa-
mous book Vaulting Ambition..
Although his books are hard for
ordinary people without any humani-
ties education to understand because
he uses a complicated philosophical
language, Kitcher has written a fairly
simple book. Abusing Science, so
that he can communicate his mes-
sages to ordinary people.
After receiving his B.A. at
Christ's College, Cambridge in
1969, Kitcher went on to pursue his
studies towards his Ph.D. at Prince-
ton University. He worked as an as-
sistant and then associate professor
for ten years and became a professor
of philosophy of Science in 1983.
He has received many grants and fe-
llowships mostly from
NEH(National Endowment for Hu-
manities). He has eight books and
more then 30 articles published. His
writings mainly appear in the Phi-




Rex M. Corfman, an Ohioan
who recently returned from this sum-
mer's Peace March in the Soviet Un-
ion will give a talk called "My Rus-
sian Experience" on Sunday evening,
September 20 at 7:30 pjn. at the
Westminster Church House Mackey
HalL Corfman marched from Lenin-
grad to Moscow this summer with
American-Sovi- et Marchers.
The program is sponsored by the
Wayne County Peace Coalition. Ad-
mission is free and everone is invited
to hear Corfman speak.
pawned my favorite goldfish to buy a
cheap violin and started taking les-
sons on the sly from an old beatnik
Salieri addict named Chub. The
Vents would ask me where I was go-
ing and what I was up to.
"Out..Nothing." I usually said. Oh
sure, man, I fooled them for awhile.
But the music was a truer addiction
than any I'd seen, and I began to take
hits of Prokofiev after school. One
time they caught me. All those
pumpkin-heade- d squares could say
was "What has happened to our son!
We try to bring him up right, and all
he does is listen to that Devil's Mu-
sic." Then they, in true parental
fashion, proceeded to pull at their
hair, and moan. "We are cursed!"
they said.
Then the rules started coming
down. That's when I decided it was
time to dress hip. I bought a pow-
dered wig, a snazzy job with a red rac-










Russell stresses that "it is not just a
building for music majors. By the
same token, it is not intended to be
another Taylor Computer Center or
Andrews library. It is more like the
Biology or Chemistry buildings. If
you are not involved with the depart-
ment in any way, you will not be
given access to the building."
Specifically speaking, the building's
hours have tentatively been set at 7
some too-co- ol buckled shoes. I
sprinkled my axe with gold dust, and
played on the street on weekends.
Chub was pleased with my
progress. I could tell because he kept
saying "yeah man yeah" and reciting
bad Renaissance poetry. By the time
I was seventeen, he invited me to
join his little brother's combo. I'd
actually get to play with cellist Rip
Tandy, a real swinger with the stick.
I also met my first oboe-i-s t. Blew
my mind.
Anyway, I turned eighteen, and
the Vents pointed to the door. I threw
together what was left of my Norwe-
gian Flat Bread Collection, got some
clothes and split for a split level on
the 'skirts of town. ,
Got kicked out of there, and
started to live on the streets. Kept on
playing outside, until finally Chub
got me a gig in Friendly's, the rough-
est toughest bar in town. We had to
hit the high notes, and lay it down
Continued
a.m. to 6 p.nL, and 7 ajn. to mid-
night for the practice rooms. The
Department's music collection, a lot
of which is now on compact disk,
will be made available to students,
while scores, tapes and records related
to classroom work will remain in the
library.
"We are still a department of the Col-
lege," said Winter. "We have no aspi-
rations to become separate ourselves
every night, or the bouncers beat us
up.. Played that noise for a couple of
years, then got a big break.
Seems the Rostropovich's sec-
ond violin was illin' one night, so
his woodwind section was scouring'
the town for a back-u- p. Caught me
playing on Fifth and Main, and with-
out too much arguin' from me, took
me back to Caesar's hall for the
show. Got in a serious pickin' jam
with the third viola, and from then on
they wanted me. Signed a contract
and y'all know the rest.
But then came the drugs and
small animals, you know life in the
fast lane and before I could play
"Flight of the Bumblebee," I was
back living on the street. But hey,
its not so bad. Still got my coat and
my little pink friends and my axe.
Ain't life grand!!!
f
in any way; rather we would like to
remain a part of the liberal arts as we
always have done."
From here the music department has
nowhere to go but up. Matching an
excellent faculty and a solid commit-
ment wilb an amazing facility is like
putting the icing on the cake. From
here, we can only wait, with mouths
watering, for a taste of the Scheide
cake.
In this the third issue, I thought I'd
write an editorial Though I dislike edi-
torials, there are several issues I would'
like to address, and I guess this is (he
correct format. I am not trying to ali-
enate anyone. I just thought that these
questions needed to be raised.
The first is Board of Trustees
Chairman Stanley Gaulfs assertion that --
the College is a business. Now, this .
may be a true statement, but it is also a
cynical one, when one thinks of the
lofty and higher goals of intellectual,
social, and physical maturity that is the
reason we have colleges in the first
place. It gives one pause to muse at
the possibility that we have forums and
visiting professors and special events
only to attract more students, prestige,
and money to the school, instead of
simply to teach the students already
here. It is no coincidence that every
new addition of any kind to the College
is displayed prominently in admissions
brochures. Are we at a point in time
where the College needs to refocus its
goals? Are we a business or a place of
learning?
The second issue is the appallingly
small number of black students enrolled
here, at a startlingly low proportion of --
2.8 of the frosh class. The school re-
cruits vigorously in the prep and subur-
ban public schools to the east, and in
those overseas. There must be one rep-
resentative here from every school in'
Montgomery County, Maryland, where
I went to high schooL The number of
international students here is truly ad-
mirable; many of them being in the top
academic levels here. But is Admis-
sions saying that it can find only 17
black students worthy of admission? I
don't think we have a racist administra-
tion by any means. But the question
still remains.. In the coming weeks an
in-dep- th article will appear addressing
this question.
Another issue is the subtle social
stratification between students on aid
and those who pay full tuition. Some
students have been given to criticizing
the ones who fork over the $13,000.
Is this a correct attitude? After all, they
are the ones partly making it possible
for aid recipients to attend. We should
keep an appiopiiate perspective. '
The final question is why are so
few students taking campus jobs? Both
custodial services and food service are
having hiring troubles. Has the individ-
ual wealth increased that much or are
students simply not interested?
In closing, I'd like to congratulate
the football team on an exciting win
over Mount Union. It is truly one of
the biggest male sports wins since I've
been here. ' ' -
THE WRITER' S BLOCK
By Andrew Mayer
Since I decided over a week ago
to do an article about the bookstore, a
lot of people have told me to "rip them
up" or "tear them apart." So mere's ob-
viously a lot of unspoken venom about
mat particular campus "institution." It's
about time someone did some spitting.
This is the second time I've
started mis article. The problem with
me first version' was that it wasn't very
fumy. The fact mat it was all true made
it worse. Another sad troth is that this
version may have the same problem.
Last time I started out by talk-
ing about the capitalism, how the rea-
son that there is so much crap for sale
is because people earn money by mak-
ing stuff for other people; there con-
stantly has to be new stuff for people to
make and buy. Then I pointed out that
the bookstore has a lot of crap for sale
that really exists for no good reason.
Admit it, those little teddy bears
Letters to the Editors
Dear Editors
Just finished your first issue of
the Voice and send congratulations.
It's lively and well-writte- n, with ap-
peal for everyone from freshpersons
to alums of other colleges and other
times.
I especially enjoyed the inter-
view with Stanley Gault although I
would have been happier seeing some
mention from Mr. Gault of the value
of intellectual stimulation in a col-
lege rather than so much about col-
leges being businesses like any other
business. But that a & businessman
for you.
Is "disinvestment" the same as
"divestment"? My dictionary isnt
handy.
To understand much of
what we're doing with
respect to cancer research,
you'd need a graduate
degree in microbiology or
biochemistry.




patients and their families,
simply talk to one out of
every KX) Americans who
are part of our volunteer
program. Or talk to one of
the 3 million who've
survived cancer. "





with the "I love you!" hearts make you
want to puke. You've always hated
"nice poetic" posters, and you could
care less about what Einstein said; he's
dead. The only thing you own with a
school emblem on it is a shirt, and you
use that to sleep in. But the stuff is
mere and if wee not buying it, who is?
Obviously the bookstore doesn't make
any money. We're just getting books,
right?
Thirty bucks for a math book?
But somehow we believe that's what it
should cost, simply because some guy
with a Ph--D on his wall wrote it. A lot
of guys who have Ph.D's sell novels
for $3.95. But this is a textbook. So
say it again, roll it around on your
tongue. Pull out your wallet and face
reality. Reality is. the bookstore's cut
is around 30 percent. How do I know?
Work for a bookstore like B. Dalton's.
See what discounts you get. So at 200
The Wooster Forum Series arti-
cle was interesting . Did you know
Alvin Poussaint, one of the speakers,
is consultant to the Bill Cosby show?
His name has been in the credits
since the first episode.
"Tales of the Truly Ordinary",
"New Students Greeted By SOC Ac-
tivities" and Andrew Mayer's "The
Writer's Block" all are wonderfully
funny, good for at least 20 minutes of
laughter! I didnt read the sports pag-
es but I liked the headlines!
Best of luck with the paper.





The Museum of California Magazine
Dear Editors.
This letter is written in response
to a letter to the Editor that appeared in
the September 11th edition of The
Wooster Voice.
As a group of individuals. Omega
Alpha Tau regards stereotyping on the
same level as racism. It is an act of in-
security mat one maliciously uses in an
attempt to undermine the progress of
any particular group or race. The Col-
lege of Wooster fosters an environment
whereby the emphasis is placed upon
the individual without the fear of belit-tleme-nt
by thoughtless individuals. It
is obvious that we have not yet reached
that goal, as evidenced by the previous
letter.
As you die reader can see, we have
-- chosen not to respond specifically to
unfounded allegations or ravings, rather
we are addressing the problem as it ex-
ists. We can say with confidence that
we will never tolerate nor acknowledge




bucks a person, and about 1800 stu-
dents, why mat's over $110,000 on our
books alone!
Also, we know what the differ-
ence is between selling back a book and
paying for a used one. Profit of 60 per-
cent? The sky's the limit. Poor, poor
bookstore, no wonder they can't afford
to give us a ten percent discount like
most other schools their profit margins
might drop!
But we know it doesn't end
mere. The bookstore is a truly educa-
tional place. Come on along and let's
learn about credit together. Because for
many of you Mom and Dad provided
you a piece of plastic which makes you
rubber and your parents glue. Whatever
you spend bounces off of you and sticks
to them. For those of us who don't use
credit we know the value of buying our
necessary items at Big Wheel and Odd
Lot's, even if we do have to walk; but
ECOS Comment
By Nick Martin and Samantha Mishne
Too often in our era, fine expan-
sive forests end up disastrously in the
gears of humanity's machine. Every
day hundreds and thousands of beauti-
ful acres get ripped up and plowed
away for the convenience and tempo-
rary advancement of humanity. Envi-
ronmental Concerns of Students
(ECOS) is a group, centered here at
The College of Wooster, developed
and activated toward preserving and
sustaining our natural resources.
Pee Wee Hollow Wilderness
Area is an example of the effect that a
one goal-orient- ed group can achieve.
One hundred years ago, the 190 acres
of forest were frivolously cut down
by greedy and thoughtless people.
The result of their actions was that
the land became overly rumbered, the
ravines became eroded, and periodic
flooding took place.
The degraded land was purchased
by some concerned environmentalists
took on the task of renovation. With
similar zeal our group is dedicated to
the preservation of similar projects.
If your interests extend to the area of
environmental needs, join our family
of nature-conscio- us individuals at
Myers House, Tuesday at 7:00 pjn.
No R.S.VP. needed-
-
As a result of last week's case of mis-
taken policy concerning the "A Cynic"
letter, we have decided to only accept
letters with names on them. We will
print it if you have your name on it
Thank you.
hell, where else can you get toothpaste
for two bucks, and records for eight, but
at Flo O.? And where else could you
charge even the most insignificant pur-
chases to Mom and Dad? It all begins to
add up. Profits, profits, profits!
Supposedly the bookstore is pro-
viding us wim a service, but do we real-
ty need latest trends served up to us
on an imitation silver platter? If mere
was a Napa Valley Crate Loft me book-
store would cany it and charge $300
(comes woodstamed for $330). So in
honor of my favorite example of blatant
exploitation of college students, I sug-
gest we rename the bookstore the
"Spuds MacKenzie Memorial Stuff
Place." Maybe we could get Spencer's
to take it over as a franchise. Why stop
at beer mugs? Put the college symbol
on whoopee cushions and edible under-
wear, sell it all for ridiculous prices and
have the kids charge it! Whatta country!
About this Week's Banner
This week's banner was taken
from the February 8, 1951 issue of
thcWooster Voice. ""Cheer Up men!
It's this or the Army" on the right
side of the Voice logo referred to the
Korean War Draft
World news reported in the
February 8, 1951 issue of the Voice
included information on the progress
of the "newallied limited offensive"1
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Before I finish beating a dead
horse (plush, stuffed, and dead: $33.95)
I should mention that the bookstore
lends to view itself as a community re-
source as well as a local one. It's true
that they are the only source of some
"literature" in our little town, but a re-
source? Being able to get away with
blatant greed is of course very resource-
ful, but in the old days when the snake
oil men came to town, they were tarred
and feathered. Now they sell art supplies
and greeting cards, rent refrigerators for
more than they cost to buy, and let you
send the bill to your parents. And you
wonder whether a coDege education is a
waste of time. Since when do you need
a B.A. to know if you're getting ripped
off?
Next week: food service. All
mail will be read! Box 2206.
in Korea and on the UN role that the
Republic of China was "Guilty of
agression in Korea." It reported in
General Eisenhower's tour of Europe
and on atomic experiments by the
Atomic Energy Commission.
The newspaper announced a lec-
ture to be given by poet Carl Sand-
burg in McGaw. The Voice also ran
an ad from Freedlander's featuring










New Hoops Coach Hired
By Graham Rayman
After four years of mediocrity, the
College's Men's, basketball team re-
ceived a new breath of life with the hir-
ing of new Head Coach Steve'Moofe.
Moore, 35, becomes the 12th coach in
87 years of basketball at Wooster and
the 4th in 6 years, after a 6-ye- ar stint at
Muhlenberg CollegefAllentown. PA),
where he rebuilt a program that had
gone through a decade of losing teams
into a conferencCpowerhouse that won
two MAC southwest titles in "84-"8-5
and 853S6 He is replacing Lu Wims,
who has gone on to North' Carolina's
Winston-Sale- m University and a chair- -
manship of die Department of Physical
Education. ...
Moore began playing basketball in
McGINLEY HAS HIGH
HOPES FOR SOCCER
The British "invasion" continues at
tv. run... ru, o.i Mt:
ley, who has played professional soccer
in England since the age of IS, is the
third consecutive Englishman to accept
the assistant coaching position at
Wooster, under the auspices of a two-ye-ar
contract agreement. .
McGinley looks forward to im-
proving last year's outstanding record of
14-3-- 1. Having worked with the lads
for number of weeks he feels the team
has the skills to sweep the conference
- away from powerhouse Ohio Wesleyan.
"The are a very talented outfit," said
"McGinley. "They. haven't yet realized
their full potential." He said, 'Things
seemed to click for Wooster last year,
but with a harder schedule, this year,
they will really have to work to achieve
a conference championship and attain a
possible NCAA playoff bid.
Gross Country
By Chuck Brady
MEN: Cross Country, unlike
most other sports contested on the
collegiate level, is less concerned
wijh whether you win or lose, for as
an individual sport, success is meas-
ured by how well an athlete runs a
given race. It is possible to run ex-jwption-ally
well, to set personal
.
"records, and still ToseV And in cross
country, a regular seasonbss has no
Munroevnie, Ohio, and parlayed his
skills into a starting point guard posi-
tion at the successful Wittenberg pro-
gram in die early 70s. During his sen-
ior year, he was team captain. He
stayed on at Wittenberg as an assistant
lor five years, and helped the program
to four conference tides.
.
Then he was
hired at Muhlenberg where he was
named MAC-Southe- m division Coach
oftherYearC8233).
After Wims resigned during the
summer. Athletic Director Al Van Wie
led a search across the nation for the
"best coach possible." Sixty-nin- e
coaches applied for the job. The field
was cut down to four during the first
week of September, as each came to die
you must create space." He stresses
that the lads need to practice moving
without the balL -
With a hard fought victory over
l i-- .1. - e ivsuci mi tost wca uic owu uuw iisvc m
record of 3-- 1. Though die record is a re-
spectable one, the Wooster team relies
mainly upon its-great- er skill to carry it
by the other teams. -
.
The remaining schedule is getting
more difficult. McGinley feels Jhat
with three games in eight days, the out-
come will have an important psycho-
logical effect on the team and may set
the scene for the rest of the season.
. One .major problem facing the
team, agree both coach arid players, is a
lack of team unity on die field.
They're playing like a team of individ-
uals rather than as a cohesive unit," said
McGinley. In order to work as a team
Performs at
bearing on conference ranker stand- - --
.ing. .Such a rationalization, howev-
er, does not make last Saturday's two
point loss to nationally ranked Case
Western Reserve any easier for the
SCOtS. . ;
The fact is the Scott did run
very well on the whole, and finished
2nd at this year's Case Western Invito.
tionaL Case won the meet with 37.
College and interviewed with administra-
tion and Athletic Department people
alike. In an almost unheard of move,
Van Wie also allowed the players to
meet with the coach, and offer a small
amount of input into the hiring deci-
sion. The players responded well, and
are very satisfied with the decision.
Moore hopes . to instill in the
players his two prerequisites for win-
ning: Unselfishness and hard work.
"We want a team that plays with great
desire and determination,'' said Moore.
He has already begun a mandatory
weight training program.
As to philosophy, Moore believes
in man-to-m- an defense, weight training,





points; Wooster had 39. The rest o
the seven-tea- m field included Oberlii
(3rd with 101 points), Kenyon (12
points), Hiram (168 points). Johi
Carroll (208 points), and Geneva (261
points). Coach Craig Penney was
pleased with the effort, saying. "W.
did what we needed to do.There wen
some great performances considering
what some of the guys were up
his .philosophy as a controlled fast ,
break offense, with a solid half-cou- rt
"game. But. as Moore says, "You have
to be flexible. You have to do the
thing that your personnel is suited for."
Finally Moore said, "Anyone good
enough to play and' is a good stu-- '
deht(can come out).You can be a very
good player but it's up to you to get it
done, to do what it takes .-H- onesty is
the most important thing."
The feeling around campus is very
much one of optimism. During the
last few years, there has been much tur-
moil and turbulence associated with the
program, and the general sentiment is
for stability.
against," a reference to a number of
runners who were" fighting colds.
- "This is definitely the deepest .
team I've seen in a long time," said
senior co-capta- in Todd Fach. All 16
Wooster runners ran at 30:00 or better
on the five-mi- le course. The top five:
were all within 1:14 of each other; r
The Scots placed all five scoring run-
ners in the top twelve of die race.
Wooster was lead by Todd Fach,
who won the nee in a course record
time of 25:01. Junior Scott Michalek
was the next Wooster finisher with a --
6th place time of 25:38. Senior Scot
Mellor was 9th in 25:50, followed by
sophomore Dave Dubin, 11th in
25:59, and senior Chris Trivers, 12th
in 26:15, to conclude Wooster's scor-
ing. Senior Chuck Brady, 15th in
26:21, and freshman Rob Noble, 17th
in 26:36, rounded out Wooster's Var-
sity positions. Congratulations go ''
out to all of the Scot first year run-
ners, many of whom completed their
first five-mi- le race.
WOMEN: Wooster Women's
Cross Country surprised some people
as well last weekend at Case Western.
Fielding only fve runners, the mini-
mum required for a scoring team, the
Lady Scots packed four runners in the
top six spots to share first place' hon-
ors with a strong Kenyon team, Ken-
yon and Wooster led the five-tea- m
field with 37 points each, followed by
Oberlin (68), John Carroll (110), and
Case Western (135).
Running without senior Katie
Keller, junior Beth Toole, or fresh-
man Kate WhiteseL who were out
with injuries or colds, the Wooster
women showed tremendous spirit
Said Coach Penney, "A quality team
can overcome adversity and still per-
form." The women have that ability.
Junior Stephanie Scierka scored her









leading the field with a time of 18:46
for three miles. Then the Wooster
pack of senior Patty Smanick, 4th in ;
19:04, senior Linda Stevenson, 5th
in 19:11. and freshman Kristi X,th
in 19:12, displayed Wooster's depth.
Freshman Meghan X ran a strong '
race to finish 21st in 20:50 to ensure
Wooster's first place tie.
- This Saturday, Wooster is host
to the 1987 GLCA Tournament race
featuring 10 schools from Michigan,
Indiana, and Ohio. The Wooster --
women will be looking for their first
GLCA victory In four years; their
race begins at 10:15. The men will
defend their GLCA championship
against the likes of Hope College at --
10:45. All races are to take place oa
Boles Memorial Golf Course.
--
. 0 ii. i-- i : j .
SHILTSY GOING NOWHERE FAST
By Christopher ShDtt
Wooster his a new building to
blow horns in, and about, --if you wish.
Yes. folks. I'm referring to the new mu-
sk building! It is built of-fin- e brick
and mortar, has more than
one floor, and has a 200m track. Adja-
cent to mis track are his and hers locker
rooms the finest money can buy. On
the infield of the track is a fine music
system for the aerobic and jazzercize
people to hop around to. The surface of
the infield is that of artificial turf, you
know, fake grass. Here sports teams,
and even (now this may sound a little
wierd) the band, can come on in and re-
hearse, or practice. Facilities also al-
low batting cages, soccer goals and
hockey goals (field and ice stay tuned)
to be put to proper use. There is a spe-
cial ice-maki- ng system which makes
ice. Now this ice is not for the Lowry
ice machines, but rather for. . .
Ah, come on. You can guess! It's
4
for ice skating. Now College of
Wooster students don't have to worry
about falling into ponds, nor do they
have to drive all the way up to Kent.
There are rumors afloat stating that
there is a band of dastardly men and
women who wish to form an ice hock-eyclu- b,
which could, mayhaps, be-
come an intercollegiate sport. Hooray!
In the basement of this music
building is a rifle-ran- ge for the sporting
hunter, or sickos who just enjoy the
thrill of killing. The manager of the
range insists that shooting rifles is just
as much a recreational sport as bowling
or billiards. By the way, for relaxation,
the tired sportster can zoom up to the
penthouse to shoot some pool and mix
a stiff drink.
But, alas. While the tired ice skat-
er, track runner and riflery expert are all
mixing themselves a stiff drink, they
encounter a musician. The musician
And Then There
Was Kenyon . . .
In the first conference game
this Saturday the Fighting Scots
football team will face the Kenyon
Lords. Most of the Lords' success is
due to an aggressive style and quick
defense with many key players. The
players to watch on the Lords team
are linebackers Pete Murphy 58,
Bill Gerstler 67, and Bob Nagucki
54, and defensive backs Rob Voce
24, and Kent Wellington 30.
On the offensive side of the
field the Lords possess an outstand-
ing quarterback, Eric Dahlquist.
Last year he completed 140 passes in
279 attempts for 1,600 yards. The
Scots will have to pressure him all
day long if they" intend to win this
important game. Another offensive
weapon of the Lords is junior tail-
back Talal Al-Sowa- yel. Sowayel
was one ot the top rushers in the
NCAC last year with 564 yards and
led the team in scoring with eight
touchdowns.
The Scots will be led by quar-
terback Craig Lombardi who passed
for 191 yards in a winning effort
against the Purple Raiders last Satur-
day in Mount Union. Look for
Wooster to keep the offense simple,
throwing many short passes and
keeping the ball on the ground.
Defensively, the Scots will be
kd by Karl Penn who blocked a cru-
cial punt last weekend whkh led to
the winning touchdown. Also, mid-
dle guard Dennis Solenski, after hav-
ing two sacks last week, will play
an important role in keeping pres-
sure on Lords' quarterback, Eric
Dahlquist
feels bad because here he and his co-
horts thought that this brand new, beau-
tiful building was going to be all for
themselves. They had dreams, visions
if you will, of finally, after 600 years
of torment and waiting, having a home
all to themselves. A building with
crisp acoustics for concert fanfares and
practices. A home of their own.
The riflery expert turns to his
comrades and says "that he really
shouldn't be here, that it was all a dirty
joke, and mat he felt guilry for intrud-
ing in the musician's home. Thus he
lodges a few sticks of dynamite iri the
basement and blows up the rifle range.
Fans, this is a desperate plea. But
don't worry Why do you think the
workers went on strike? The music
building was equipped with special
alarm systems and safely valves, so the
only thing that was actually destroyed
was the rifle range. Proper planning
mm
saved the music building!
The ice skater decided that it wasn't
fair that the music people had to wait
600 years for the proper facilities. The
ice skater also said that although she
wished mat Wooster had a place to skate
and play hockey, she knew that, like ri-
flery, skating is purely recreational. So
the ice skater consoled the unhappy mu-
sic person and promised mat she'd sacri-
fice her gas money and drive up to Kent
to skate and play hockey.
For the first time the musk person
begins to smile. At last a place of his
own. But as he glances around the pent-
house, he sees the track runner sitting,
smirking laughing fetardedly while
making grotesque gestures at the music
person. Now, the track person isn't
feeling too bad. The track person
doesn't care much for the tragedy of the
musk people.
Suddenly the musk person stands
NG AC WAVES:
WOOSTER'S LOMBARDI AND CARTER NAMED
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK .
The College of, Wooster
claimed the offensive and defensive
"Players of the Week" honors in the
North Coast Athletic Conference in the
wake of their major upset of Ml Union
College. 17-1- 5, last Saturday. Junior
quarterback Craig Lombardi took the of-
fensive award, while senior defensive
back Terry Carter picked up the defen-
sive award for their efforts against the
two-ti- me defending Ohio Athletic Con-
ference champion and 3 ranked team in
the preseason NCAA Division IU foot-
ball poll
Lombardi (Vandergrift. Pa.
Kiski Area), in his first start, passed 28
times, completing 16 for 191 yards and1
no interceptions. The 6--4 thrower sus-
tained a slight wrist injury, but returned
in the second half to engineer the game-winni- ng
drive, capped by his own 24-ya- rd
run for the TD.
Take advantage of the wealth of knowledge
available from your Government. Hie U.S.
Government Printing Office has produced a
new catalog. It tells about the most popular
books sold by the Government nearly
1,000 in alL Books on agriculture, business,
children, diet, energy, health, history,
space, and much more. For a free
copy of this new catalog, write
f'cv Cctclog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
.i i
up and blurts- ,- "Leave. Will You?
Leave, leave, leave. There's no such
thing as professional track. You don't
understand how important this is to us.
Our parents, no, I take that back. Our'
parents' parents tried to get a proper
building, and failed."
The track person replies, "Oh,
that's fine. 111 continue to freeze my
little butt off while you sit comfortably
in this fantastic complex."
This is no time for sarcasm.
What can you give to the community
anyway?" '
That's a pretty pompous attitude,
isntitr
"We've been waiting 600 years for
a facility like this."
"We've been waiting 610."
SORRY
The members of the Voice staff
wish to apologize for a grave mistake
made last week. Shelley Joyce was
named SheBey Long-t-he Sports Edi-
tor had a mental lapse. All letters
pin-pointi- ng mistakes in the Sports
section are read and appreciated. Once
again, sorry. - "
Carter (Cleveland, Oh.Rhodes)
had 1 1 tackles, including nine solo hits.
The 5-- 11 defensive back also had one
interception and broke up a pass to end
the final Mount Union threat. Carter
led the Scots in interceptions last year
with five. ' -
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Volleyball Primed for
Women's Soccer Kenyon Tourney
Preview v
By Kathleen Osta . ,.
.The Wooster women's soccer
learn has a "working attitude" this
season. What does this mean? The
team is an enthusiastic group that
has set high goals and is willing to
expend the necessary energy to attain
those goals.
The members of the team
worked hard during pie-seas- on under
the guidance of second-ye- ar coach
Jackie Roth and conditioned more
than in past years. This paid off in
their first scrimmage against Otterb-ei- n.
They couldnt be stopped and
won the game 9-- 0. Next, the team
toppled Geneva College 4-- 2 with
goals scored by freshman halfback
Laura Caliguiri, senior halfback Ka-th- y
Dolan and a pair of goals by '
freshman Nancy Christman.
The forward line is young, con-
sisting entirely of freshmen. They
Field Hockey
By Sue Hollingshcad
To play or not to play was the
question of this past weekend. The
women's field hockey team went to
Pennsylvania for the weekend of the
11th to the 13th.
The drive to Dickinson Col-
lege was seven hours. Although this
is a long drive the team was ready to
play. They had not played in long
time and were ready to begin their
first game.
Saturday morning, the 12th,
the team woke up to rain and disap-
pointment The game against Dickin-
son College was cancelled. The day
did not go to waste. The team spent
two hours in the Dickinson library.
Sunday they travelled to Sus
J- - --4-
Wins in Penn.
quehanna University. It was only a
two hour trip from Dickinson, but
the team was really ready to play by
then.
Susquehanna University was
ranked lSth last year and have had a
history of being a good team. Woost-
er knew mis would be a hard-foug- ht
battle.
The only goal of the game cc-cur- ed
five minutes into the second
half. A penalty stroke was the result
of the Susquehanna goalie sitting on
the ball. Michela Huth shot on goal
which caused all the Wooster for-
wards to rush and the Susquehanna
goalie to fall.
The Lady Scots' goalie, Sarah
Soccer Beats Mount Union
By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster wom-
en's soccer team is putting a greatly
improved game on the field this sea-
son under second-ye- ar coach Jackie
Roth. So far their record stands at 2--2,
with their next game being tomor-
row morning against Marietta at
10:00 ajn. here at The College of
Wooster. The team has, in addition
to six upperclass players, an exep-tional-ly
strong batch of freshmen.
; The Lady Scots started
their season off with a win over Ge
neva College 4-- 2v Establishing
are backed up by a solid defense of
upperclassmen: Kathy Dolan (center
halfback). Dawn ' Crownover
(goalkeeper), Susanna Holm
(goalkeeper), and co-capta- ins Kate
Jones and Muni Williams.
This past weekend the team
was defeated 6-- 1 by Kalamazoo with
Wooster"! lone goal scored by Kathy
Dolan. There was a lot of good indi-
vidual play, but the team just didnt
seem to be clicking," said Jones. The
team was also defeated 2-- 1 by St
Mary's this weekend. This was a
close game and Wooster dominated
the second half with a total of 26
shots on goaL
With losses behind and a work-
ing spirit alive, the team was to host
ML Union on Wednesday and will
host Marietta on Saturday at 10:00 --
a.m. at the Carl Dale Field.
more Kathy Dolan and freshmen Ca-
thie Docherty and Nancy Christman.
Senior goalie Dawn Crownover is
also on her way to another fine sea-
son.
Their next game was
against Kalamazoo on September
12, where the Scots were dealt a 6-- 1
defeat The Scot offense never was
able to get very far at all during this
game,: with Kalamazoo simply out-poweri- ng
the Scots the whole time.
From there, the Lady Scots went on
. to, play .St, Mary's College the very
nei4ayJ.JWs,a much closer game;
unfortunaly.'Vboster wound up los
By Jeffrey W.Lasell
Last weekend, the Lady Scots
volleyball team was eliminated from
the first round pool at. Carnegie- - '
Mellon Tournament in Pittsburgh.
Despite an early victory over St.
Vincent, losses to several teams in-
cluding eventual tournament winner
Waynesburg, ended their hopes for
extended play.
Co-capta- in Kathy Klein said
The team played fairly well, but not
up to our potential. We tried new de-
fenses and rotations because our
ing unit isnt determined yet"
Solid performances were turned
in by veterans Dawn Lightel, Klein,
Mary Hueske and Co-capta- in Tracy
Foreman. Of Foreman, Klein said.
Heath, scored the penalty stroke. This
put the Lady Scots ahead and kept
them there for the entire the second
half.
Coach- - Sheila Noonan was
very pleased with the team's play. "
Everyone works well together. The
flow of the game is not interrupted
when players are substituted for other
players."
Noonan also felt that ball con-
trol and the placement of passes were
much better than they had been in
past scrimmages. She felt that the
one weakness of the game was the
shots on goal. Susquehanna out-sh- ot
Wooster 24 to 11. This is one aspect
the team will be working on this
ing 2-- 1. Nonetheless, it was a much
better showing man the day before,
especially on defense.
However, last Wednesday,
September 16, the Scots ended then-losin-g
streak with a good showing
against Mount Union, defeating them
3--1. The play of the game was ham-
pered by a wet field, but the Scots
generally had the game under control.
Freshman Cathie Docherty scored the
first goal of the game for the Scots,
about mid-wa- y throught the first half.
The net goal was scored by Mount
Union about S minutes later, and that
was the last goal the Purple Raiders
i racy is very enthusiastic and helps
keep us together. She is also an ef-
fective leader on the court"
-
-- Foreman said "Despite times of
frustration, the team is beginning to
come together. We have excellent
depth with first year players Peggy
Rhee, Carolyn Bare, Chris Andrews
and Stacy Kelly. These players will
help us a lot mis season."
This weekend's CLCA Tourna-
ment at Kenyon will be another test
of the team's progress. They face
stiff competition in their pool
against Ohio Wesleyan, DePauw and
last year's top conference team. Ken- -;
yon.
week.
The defense also played a very
important role in this game.
"Susquehanna had several scoring op-
portunities, but a key defensive save
by Sue Hollingshcad and a fine Job
by goalie Sarah Heath kept them
away," said Noonan.
The Lady Scots have several
goals for this season. One very im-
portant goal is to walk off the field
knowing they out-hustl- ed the other
team. Jessica Skolnikoff believes
this was the case on Sunday. "If this
game is any indication of how the
team win do this season, we should .
have a successful season."
Coach Sheila Noonan is
were to score. In the second half,
Wooster went on to score two more
goals. The first of the period was
scored by freshman Nancy Christman
from an assist by Kathy Dolan. Jun-
ior Coleen Banks scored the final goal
for the Scots from an assist by Nancy
Christman.
Coach Roth was very pleased
with the second half of the game Wed-
nesday. The first half was only so-so- ,"
said she, "but the second half was
good. I was particularly pleased with
the play off the bench, which was as
consistent as that of the starters."
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toolting more towards me immrrtialB
future. On Wednesday the 16th the
team travels to Ohio Wesleyan.
"Everything must come together
men, " said Noonan. "Ohio Wesley-
an win be the top team to look out
for this season. How we do against
them could bea pivoting point in
our season."
The team win travel to Ohio
Wesleyan on Wednesday the 16th.
Then on Friday the 18th the Lady
Scots play Denison University at
home and on Sunday the 20th they
play Ithica College at home. This is
a very tough week for the Lady
Scots and we wish them wen.
against competitors which may lack
bench strength, as it allows Wooster
to play a faster style of soccer. .
.
.
At any rate, the Scots looked
quite competitive last Wednesday, and
should stand a good chance against
Marietta this Saturday. They certainly
show great promise as a solid team
for the rest of the season, something
which was lacking last year. And this
year's strong batch of freshman should
keep them competitive for many years
tocome
Judicial Report
The following two articles were
written in compliance with part of a
sanction assigned by the Judicial
Board during the 86-8- 7 academic year.
The sanction was in response to an
infraction of the Preamble and Sec-
tion II (Respect for the Rights and
Concerns of Others) of the Code of
Social Responsibility. The sanction
represents the overriding philosophy
of the Board and its commitment to
educate while administering cases in a
manner which is fair and equitable for
all parties involved.
It is the Board's hope that the
entire campus community may bene-
fit from this decision and these arti-
cles. Information about the Code of
Academic Integrity, the Code of So-
cial Responsibility, and the Judicial
Board may be found in The Scot's
Key. Any questions or concerns re-
garding this material or these articles
may be directed to the following peo-
ple:




Lenora Barnes-Wrig- ht Director
of Black Student Affairs
The Weekly Crossword
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Article 1
We as students come to this col-
lege to learn. Last year, I learned
something very valuable. I didn't
learn it in a classroom or from a
book. I learned through experience.
An experience that offended many
people and should never have hap-
pened.
On April 8. 1987, 1 participated
in the Greek Week Lip-Sy- nc contest
as a member of a section. Our group
performed a song by Bruce
Springsteen and the E Street Band,
with myself playing the part of Clar-
ence Clemmons, the saxophonist.
Since Clarence Clerrunons is a black
man, I, a white man, painted my face
black in order to more closely resem-
ble him. At the competition, our
band was disqualified after the judges
received several complaints concern-
ing my black face. We in the band,
as well as many members of the audi-
ence, were confused and shocked at
the disqualification. We did not un-
derstand why we were accused of ra-
cism. I mean, all I did was paint my
face black, right?
Wrong! Even though we didn't
mean to, we stepped on a lot of toes.
Throughout history, blacks have rare-
ly been free of discrimination. Dur-
ing the 1800's, there was a very pop-
ular form of entertainment called the
minstrel show. It consisted of a
group of travelling white performers
who played for small towns across
the country. For the some, the per-
formers would paint the their faces
black, put on stereotypical curly
wigs, and blantantly slander the black
race. The shows consisted of short
skits in which, in short, a bunch of
white guys made fun of black people.
These types of show were so popular
that some troupes even played at the
White House.
When our air-ba- nd took the
stage with my face painted black, it
brought to the minds of many blacks
the image of the minstrel show, and
therefore, upset them. Unfortunately,
few whites know of the history of the
minstrel show, or any other part of
black history for that matter. Obvi-
ously, we in the band didn't know.
That's the problem with this campus,
and the world in general. Lack of ed-
ucation. Lack of awareness. How can
you prevent offensive acts when you
don't know what they are?
Well, there's a solution. The
College of Wooster offers a range of
Black Studies courses, and I encour-
age you to take one. AH members of
the campus are welcome to attend
meetings of the Black Students Asso-
ciation, and there are many other
ways to learn about the black com-
munity, so I urge you to make an ef--.
fort. It won't hurt, I guarantee.
Unfortunately, I am imagining,
as I write this, that there are some of
you who are saying something like
this: "I'm not racist. I have a black
friend." Well, that just doesn't quite
cut it. There are five black members
of my section, and that didn't help me
any. I'm sure I offended all of them
to at least some degree, and I know I
offended some very deeply. If I had
taken the time to learn more about .
them and their history, this whole
event would never have taken place.
Except someone else, sooner or
later, would have done it. That is
why I urge you to inform yourselves.
The more people learn about each
other the less problems we will all
have. Information leads to under
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standing, and I don't think we can
ask for anything more than that.
Article 2
In today's society, complaints of
racism are still heard here in the Unit-
ed States. Needless to say, we here
about it a lot less now than we did in
the past, notably right up until about
the early 1970's. Today's college age
citizens were only toddlers or perhaps
1st graders when the civil rights
movement was leaving the headlines.
Many in that age group have grown
up without much being said about in-
teraction among the races. As a soci-
ety, many of us have forgotten about
the whole issue and gone about our
lives as people. Just people, color-
blind to the race of others. Just look-
ing at each other and seeing another
person. A friend is a friend. No clas-
sification is necessary.
However, not everyone is so ma-
ture as to see a person for just who
they are. That's why discrimination,
an act of exclusion, still takes place.
Also, more subtly, prejudice, or mak-
ing judgement on the basis of race,
also still takes place. Who knows
why? Some very narrow minded peo-
ple maybe think that it's an OK
thing.
Discrimination and prejudice are
each easily definable as racist acts.
Why? Because they treat members of
other groups in a clearly unfair man-
ner. A violation of the easily under-
stood "Golden Rule" which tells us
to: "Do unto others, as you would
have others do unto you." Well,
what else could also be considered ra-
cism? Depending upon who you
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ent answers. Much of what would in-
fluence your response would probably
be based on what kind of environment
you grew up in.
Since there are differing varia-
tions in what we may define as ra-
cism, we should probably keep one
thing in mind. Be fair with people
and don't offend them. Being fair is
pretty easy, but not offending people
isn't always that way. If you don't
know that you are being offensive to
another, then you are making an hon-
est mistake. I feel that there are a lot
of citizens who are good people, ma-
ture people; however, unfortunately,
they are also ignorant people. Those
of one race are often not aware of the
feelings held by those of another race.
Since, as stated earlier, with the ra-
cism issue leaving the headlines long
ago, many people have gotten away
from being aware of these feelings.
What can we do about that?
Well, I still think that the color-
blind idea of treating people just as
other peopleis the best policy; how-
ever, this policy could be greatly en-
hanced if greater awareness could be
achieved. We need to be aware of the
feelings of those of another race. The
old idea of "putting yourself in their
shoes and seeing how you'd feel" is a
good one, but it still may not en-
lighten you enough. I think that it's
time for us to learn, really learn,
about those other races and cultures.
A good idea would be something
like taking a minority studies course
here at the College to learn more
about minority culture. Also, aware-
ness programs which bring out feel-
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